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EXPERIENCE AND VISUAL EXPRESSION
exercise

Objective               
Observe and interpret experience design.    

assignment
How does visual expression enhance your experience? Visit one of the locations listed below. You will not spend any more than 20 
minutes at the location. Use the time to make a mental inventory of your experience. Read the questions below before you enter 
the (threshold) of the space. Do not answer the questions while you are in the space. Once your 15-20 minute review is complete, 
collectively write answers to the following questions to share with the class. This exercise should take no longer than 11/2 hours to 
complete. Hand in your answers as a typewritten document.  Note: The purpose of NOT fi lling out the questions while you are in the space 
is to determine what created a memory for your experience. You can’t do this if you are writing notes—then you are not experiencing!

Suggested locations to visit: See the Businesses to Visit handout. Each group will be assigned one business to visit that corresponds to 
their selected client.

Consider the frameworks that help to form an experience:
 anticipation–turning the expected into an expectation
 crossing a threshold–transformation
 pausing–adding value to the experience
 interacting/reacting–not one-sided
 memory–a positive reward

After visiting the site describe the following:
Physical space it occupies• 

the threshold• 

as you enter the space, what is the quality of the light?• 

color palette of the space (use color chips to show this, these can be computer generated)• 

typographic palette if it exists (use font examples to demonstrate)• 

uniforms or dress code of employees• 

average person visiting the space• 

graphic messages (wayfi nding signage, categorical signage, announcements, advertisements) what is the quality of graphic work? • 

Does it confuse or enhance the experience?

sound
What is the volume of the noise? Does it change from the threshold to the interior?• 

Is music audible? What is the type of music being played?• 

Are conversations audible?• 

smell
Describe the fi rst thing you smell when you enter the space.• 

touch
Not every surface is meant to be touched within a space. Please confi ne your comments to those that are accessible.

Describe the sensation of the surface you touch—cold, warm, sharp, slick• 

Describe surfaces used that enhance the space.• 

What is the climate of the space? (temperature and air quality ie. Cold but stuffy)• 

memory
What cultural or stylistic standards are demonstrated in the place you visited?• 

Was any symbolism used?• 

How has society infl uenced the space?• 

How important were graphic communications in enhancing the space?• 

How did you feel when you crossed the threshold? Bored, happy, claustrophobic, wanting to linger longer?• 

How were you treated—that is if you talked to someone how would you qualify the experience?• 

What is the most memorable aspect of this visit?• 

Did your expectations of the visit differ from the actual visit?• 


